Chinese painting is one of the most important cultural heritages. However, creating a Chinese painting usually requires specific skills, patience, and years of professional training. Moreover, most existing style transfer methods mainly focus on photograph or western painting, and there are intrinsic differences between Chinese and western paintings. To this end, we propose a novel algorithm of Chinese painting style transfer (CPST) towards transferring with unique ink and wash characteristics, which automatically generates Chinese paintings with machine learning technology. In this paper, firstly, comparing Chinese paintings with western works, we set up four key restrictions in the style transfer, i.e., with special considerations of typical ink and wash features, including brush stroke, space reservation, ink tone with diffusion and yellowing. In order to incorporate these restrictions into the transferring convolutional neural networks (CNN), we separate different layers of the CNN into layers of style and content, so as to faithfully reserve the style of the reference image. Secondly, as Chinese paintings can be divided into fine brushwork and freehand brushwork, to cope with diverse painting skills, we devise different strategies to transfer not only the ink tone but also the painting skills to the target images. Experiments show that taking the aesthetic characteristics of Chinese painting style as reference, our results are more visually satisfactory and successfully overcome spillovers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over recent years, rapid growth of computer power and technology for database search, digital storage and people's daily access to the Internet have unleashed a wave of innovations, reshaping the way people access cultural heritages and arts. Since traditional Chinese paintings have been regarded as a significant part of the Chinese cultural heritage, their digitalization and processing are becoming a hot topic. Existing research on Chinese paintings mainly focuses on image retrieval and image classification [1] - [3] . However, creating a Chinese painting usually needs specific skills, patience, and years of professional training. How to automatically generate Chinese paintings by using computer technology has become The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Inês Domingues . a problem that needs to be solved. Compared with drawing a Chinese artwork, taking a photo is much easier. If we can automatically convert natural images into Chinese paintings, then Chinese paintings will be easy to be achieved.
Style transfer has been widely explored in recent years, which aims to transfer the style of a reference style image to another input picture. Neural Style algorithm [4] is a typical case of style transfer, which has made a strong impression on transferring the style of western paintings. Luan et al. [5] introduced semantic and photorealism regularization to guarantee for a realistic generated image. Virtusio et al. [6] proposed a method to synthesize the stylized image, which combines a style transfer module with an object segmentation module. Chelaramani et al. [7] proposed synthesizes novel renditions of an existing image, conditioned on a given sentence. Luan et al. [8] proposed a dedicated algorithm to VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ FIGURE 1. Given a Chinese painting as the reference style image and a natural one as the input image, we aim to automatically create a Chinese painting by transferring the style of Chinese painting to the natural image. Deep and Neural Style algorithms fail to transfer ink tone, and the results lack essential characteristics of Chinese paintings, indicating that these methods are inappropriate in the context of ink and wash style transfer. In contrast, our result faithfully reserves the unique features of Chinese paintings, including brush stroke, ink tone with diffusion, space reservation, and yellowing.
improve photo compositing techniques. Yao et al. [9] put forward an attention-aware multi-stroke style transfer model to coordinate the spatial distribution of visual attention between the content image and stylized image. While extensive research has been done on style transfer of photographs or western paintings, limited research on style transfer of Chinese paintings is carried out from surveying relevant topics in the literature. There are lots of significant differences between western and Chinese paintings. For instance, Chinese paintings are purely executed with the Chinese brush, Chinese ink, mineral, and vegetable pigments, while western arts can be drawn with a variety of tools, mainly including pencil, carbon pen, chalk, watercolor, gouache, and oil paint. In addition, the essential difference between the western paintings and the traditional Chinese paintings lies in the fact that western artists tend to produce their artworks as the actual copy of the painting targets. As a result, western art painting images are very close to natural images. In contrast, Chinese paintings are usually seen as a comprehensive form of art with calligraphy, and most of the Chinese artists used to utilize monochromic ink or gradually changing ink tones to paint. To this end, Chinese painting often expresses its artistic style through brushstrokes and ink tones. Due to such intrinsic differences between Chinese and western paintings, existing methods of western painting cannot be directly applied to Chinese painting style transfer. In Fig. 1 , Deep Style and Neural Style algorithms both fail to transfer the ink tone. For example, the trees still keep green, and the results lack essential characteristics of Chinese paintings, indicating that these methods are inappropriate in the context of ink and wash style transfer. Recently, Yang et al. [10] , [11] proposed a method to generate Chinese flower paintings. However, it is difficult to extend these methods to other kinds of Chinese paintings. From what has been discussed, a novel style transfer algorithm needs to be explored to cope with the unique features of Chinese paintings.
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm of Chinese painting style transfer (CPST) to serve ink and wash paintings. As a result, the generated paintings not only present the characteristics of ink and wash paintings but also preserve the details of the input image. In comparison with the existing style transfer research on the photo or western painting, our technical contributions can be highlighted as 1) a novel CPST algorithm is presented, in which four key restrictions are set up, i.e., with special considerations on the characteristics of Chinese paintings, including brush stroke, ink tone with diffusion, space reservation, and yellowing; 2) to deal with diverse skills of Chinese paintings, different strategies are devised to make the generated Chinese paintings not only transfer ink tone but also transfer painting skills.
The rest of the paper is organized into four sections, where Section 2 focuses on the related work of style transfer. Section 3 mainly presents different strategies when dealing with different skills of reference Chinese paintings and four restrictions are proposed to serve Chinese painting style transfer. While Section 4 reports implementation details, experimental results, and user studies, Section 5 provides concluding remarks.
II. RELATED WORK
Due to the significant advantage of feature learning, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is widely explored in computer vision, medical, finance, text processing, and speech recognition [12] - [14] . CNN is firstly used to reconstruct style of famous western paintings on the natural image [15] by Gayts et al. Then they further proposed an iterationbased algorithm [4] . Unfortunately, it tends to transfer repetitive style and does not work in real-time. To improve this problem, Johnson et al. [16] trained a feed-forward network, which generates similar qualitative images but is three orders of magnitude faster. Ulyanov et al. [17] advanced feedforward texture synthesis and stylization networks. Yin [18] introduced a content-aware algorithm to generate a highresolution realistic painting. Li and Wand [19] made transfer content-aware by putting forward nearest-neighbor correspondences between neural responses. Odena et al. [20] studied the filters used in these networks and explained how to avoid mesh artifacts generated by certain techniques. Risser et al. [21] introduced histogram loss to improve the stability of the generated image. Some scholars proposed to replace the Gram matrix with matching other neural response statistics [22] , [23] . Liao et al. [24] further proposed a bidirectional dense correspondence field matching to improve the quality of the results. Recently, some research emphasized the vital role of local loss in the process of style transfer [25] , [26] . Li et al. [27] proposed a super-resolution style transfer network to accelerate the style transfer operation and reduce memory usage at run-time. So far, Neural Style Transfer has been widely used to solve many problems, such as head style transfer [28] , video stylization [29] , and pose style transfer [30] .
III. THE PROPOSED CPST ALGORITHE
In order to put forward an algorithm for Chinese painting style transfer, some significant characteristics of Chinese paintings are summarized by comparing Chinese paintings with western paintings. Kinds of obvious differences are highlighted as 1) Chinese paintings mainly rely on the use of brush strokes with vigorous lines to represent object contour and shape, while western paintings emphasize the use of light to manifest objects and seldom use obvious lines. 2) Chinese paintings essentially contain the same techniques as calligraphy, since they are both made with a brush dipped in black ink or colored pigments. In addition, rice paper and silk are the most popular painting materials. Chinese artists take advantage of ink diffusion on rice paper to express different color levels. While western paintings are usually created on the artboard, and the oil paint is the primary pigment which contains abundant colors. 3) Chinese artists pay great attention to the composition of artworks, and certain space reservation is often used to provide viewers ample imaginary space. Reversely, western paintings are full of colors over the whole image. 4) Most Chinese paintings have a long history and are usually painted on the yellowed rice paper, and thus Chinese paintings are usually yellowing.
From what has been discussed above, we present a novel CPST algorithm to serve Chinese painting style transfer, in which different strategies and four key restrictions are incorporated into the transferring CNN with special considerations on the characteristics of Chinese paintings, including different painting skills, brush stroke, ink tone with diffusion, space reservation, and yellowing.
In our CPST algorithm, the reference Chinese painting is firstly classified into fine brushwork and freehand brushwork. Different strategies are further devised to make sure the generated Chinese paintings not only transfer ink tone but also transfer painting skills. The details are illustrated in Section 3A. Secondly, due to brush stroke is a typical feature of Chinese paintings, we put forward brush stroke restriction in Section 3B. Thirdly, ink tone with diffusion restriction is proposed to simulate ink diffusion in Section 3C. Fourthly, content loss, style loss, and semantic recognition are combined as a restriction to deal with space reservation technique in Section 3D. Fifthly, yellowing restriction is proposed to improve the tone all over the painting in Section 3E. Finally, our final loss function is provided in Section 3F. The complete pipeline of our CPST algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
A. STRATEGIES TOWARDS DIFFERENT PAINTING SKILLS
In terms of painting skills, Chinese paintings can be divided into fine brushwork and freehand brushwork. Fine brushwork requires delicate and meticulous brush strokes, while freehand brushwork pays more attention to extensive and simple brush strokes. It has been shown that, if we ignore different painting skills, the similarity between the style of the generated painting and that of the reference Chinese painting will be significantly weaken. Therefore, our CPST algorithm firstly classifies the reference Chinese painting into fine brushwork and freehand brushwork, which further drives different strategies adopted to serve edge fusion, in order to make the generated skill extremely be similar to that of the reference Chinese painting.
The first step is to devise a classifier which is excellent in the distinction of fine brushwork from freehand brushwork, to identify the painting skill of the reference Chinese painting. The process is shown in Fig. 2(a) . In fact, the most obvious difference between fine brushwork and freehand brushwork lies in various degrees of brush strokes. Hence, two strategies with different weight distributions are proposed towards edge fusion in Section 3B.
B. BRUSH STROKE RESTRICTION
Chinese paintings claim to outline their shape based on lines, which usually take advantage of bush strokes to depict the outline, texture, and volume. Compared with Chinese paintings, natural images do not contain any brush strokes. In this paper, we propose a novel CPST algorithm to automatically generate Chinese paintings by style transfer, where the Gram matrix is selected to construct the style model presenting the texture of Chinese ink and wash paintings. However, the generated textures usually tend to be chaotic when the style transfer process purely relies on the Gram matrix. To solve this problem, this paper proposes to integrate proper brush strokes into the natural image to guide the texture distribution during the optimization process.
In the next step, we create unified brush strokes by using holistically nested edge detector (HED) [31] . And then, we propose to calculate five layer edges and a fusion layer, in order to simulate different kinds of brush strokes with different thicknesses.
To get these brush strokes, we firstly input an image I o into our CPST algorithm, then edge map predictions can be obtained from both the side-output layers and the fusion layer:
whereÊ fuse andÊ i (i = 1, . . . , 5) represent the map predictions of each layer edge. CNN (I o , W , w, h) represents the edge maps produced by the detector. W is all standard network layer parameters. The corresponding weights are denoted as w for each side-output layer, and h is the fusion weight. Finally, these generated edge maps are aggregated to get the unified brush strokes.
where E fuse is the final unified fusion edge, E i (i = 1, . . . , 5) are the final unified side-output layer edges.
For Chinese paintings, the brush strokes can not only express contours but also reflect the other details, which play a crucial role in the whole paintings. The edges indicate that the fusion layer can well outline contours while the edges of the second and the third side-output layers tend to describe the other brush details inside objects. These edges are further fused by different weight strategies which depend on the classification result of the reference Chinese painting, to fit different Chinese painting skills including fine brushwork and freehand brushwork. The specific strategies are summarized as follows: if the reference style Chinese painting is classified as a fine brushwork painting, the weights of three edges will be set to 0.2, 0.4, and 0.4 respectively to highlight the details. Otherwise, the weights will be set to 0.8, 0.1 and 0.1, respectively. The edges are all pretreated with contrast enhancement before fusion. The ideal brush strokes can be generated by (3), as shown in Fig. 2(b) .
where w 1 , w 2 and w 3 are the weights of different edges, B ideal is the ideal brush strokes that we need.
C. INK TONE WITH DIFFUSION RESTRICTION
Ideal brush strokes have been obtained by above steps. The next step is to diffuse ink in the generated painting. Most of the traditional Chinese paintings are drawn on the rice paper which is a type of blotting paper, and the ink wash will spread when artists draw on it to express different levels of ink tone. Therefore, ink diffusion plays an important role in simulating Chinese paintings. In our CPST algorithm, Gaussian blur and dilation operations are utilized to simulate ink diffusion, which can be calculated in (4) and (5) .
where B blur is the output of Gaussian blur operation, and B ink is the output of ink tone with diffusion by further using dilation operation. x, y are the pixel offsets from the original center tap, and σ is the standard deviation of the filter.
As the color distribution of the input image has a significant influence on the effect of style transfer, the brush stroke B ink and the input image I o are fused at the ratio of 0.25 and 0.75 respectively to obtain an image I B ink , which is calculated as follows:
where δ 1 and δ 2 are the weights of brush stroke and the input image. Taking lotus as an example, the result after each step is shown in Fig. 3 .
D. SPACE RESERVATION RESTRICTION
Brush stroke and ink tone with diffusion restrictions have been properly processed, and next we pay attention to the space reservation of traditional Chinese paintings. By using our style transfer algorithm, the color distribution of the generated image tends to be in accordance with the reference ink and wash style. That is to say, (f) is similar to (e), but it is different from (d).
Chinese artists, on purpose, leave certain space reservation to provide possible space for imagination. Space reservation means appropriately preserving blanks on the canvas [32] , which can improve the quality of the whole painting with the effect of ''silence is better than sound.'' Taking Fig. 4 for an example, appropriately applying space reservation requires the generated image ignoring the background of the input image while obviously keeping the silhouettes of the mountain. Since the natural image and the Chinese painting have different color distribution, the histogram of the natural image is quite different from that of the reference Chinese painting and the generated Chinese painting, as shown in Fig. 4 . How to deal with the different color distribution between the source image and target image, and how to convert the background of a source image into a space reservation effect become important issues for Chinese painting style transfer. Inspired by Deep Style algorithm [5] , we separate different layers of the convolutional neural network into style and content. And then, we propose our content loss and style loss by setting the same semantics for the space reservation of the reference painting and that of the input image to accurately transfer the characteristics of the space reservation to the natural image. Content loss L content is proposed to preserve the shape and details of the key objects. Style loss L style is proposed to deal with Chinese painting style. The proposed content loss and style loss are respectively computed as follows:
where represents the − th convolutional layer of the convolutional neural network. N is the number of filters, and each filter with a vectorized feature map of size D . F [·] ∈ R N ×D is the feature matrix with (i, j) indicating its index, O output is the output image in each channel. C is the number of channels in the semantic segmentation mask, and S style is the reference Chinese painting. The Gram matrix
where M ,c [·] denotes the channel c of the segmentation mask in layer .
E. YELLOWING RESTRICTION
Yellowing is one of the essential characteristics of Chinese paintings. The reason lies in the facts that: 1) Chinese paintings are created on the yellowed rice paper; 2) ink and wash paintings have a long history and most of them were created in ancient, which leads to color distortion; 3) in terms of composition, there are certain space reservation in most Chinese paintings, which usually express yellowing. Consequently, to simulate the tone of yellowing, we finally propose yellowing restriction. In this paper, a novel yellowing loss is proposed in the CPST algorithm to simulate yellowing tone. Since the Gram matrix is insensitive to the specific distribution of style, some unstable drawbacks are shown when dealing with yellowing tone. For instance, there are two images with different mean and variance but with the same Gram matrix value. To enforce the stability of the Gram matrix, histogram loss method is proposed to optimize the generated image tone by improving the final loss function, which can better present the yellowing characteristic of Chinese paintings. The novel yellowing loss L yellowing is calculated as follows: (12) where L is the total number of convolutional layers, λ is the weight of each layer and R [O output ] is the yellowingremapped feature map by matching F [O output ] to F [S style ].
F. FINAL LOSS FUNCTION OF CPST
Considering the brush stroke restriction and the ink tone with diffusion restriction have been incorporated into the image I B ink , our final loss function L final can be computed as a linear combination of content loss L content , style loss L style , and yellowing loss L yellowing . Our new loss function L final contains four restrictions, including brush stroke, ink tone with diffusion, space reservation and yellowing. In our CPST algorithm, the typical characteristics of Chinese paintings are taken into account to the greatest extent. The specific formula is computed as follows: (13) where µ , η and γ are the weights to configure layer preferences. w style is a weight that controls the style loss. w yellowing is a weight that controls the yellowing loss.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In our experiments, the pre-trained VGG-19 [33] is employed to extract features. Layer4_2 (µ = 1 for layer4_2, and µ = 0 for all the other layers) is selected to represent the content; layer1_1, layer2_1, layer3_1, layer4_1 and layer5_1 (η = 1/5 for these layers, and η = 0 for all the other layers) are selected to represent the style; layer1_1 and layer4_1 (γ = 1/2 for these layers, and γ = 0 for all the other layers) are selected to represent yellowing. We used these layer preferences and parameters w style = 10 4 , w yellowing = 1 for all the results.
Our work is carried out on Ubuntu 14.04, which mainly depends on Torch and CUDA. CUDA is used to deal with feature activation in the VGG network. The optimization pipeline is implemented by torch. L-BFGS solver is used for the reconstruction with 1000 iterations. All our experiments are conducted on a PC with an Intel Xeon processor and NVIDIA Quadro K1200 GPU.
B. RESULTS AND COMPARISON
In Chinese paintings, fine brushwork and freehand brushwork are two entirely different painting techniques. To sufficiently transfer the style of ink and wash painting, Our CPST algorithm claims to transfer both painting skills and ink tone to the natural image. A classifier is trained to classify different painting techniques by GoogLeNet V3, namely fine brushwork and freehand brushwork, where 2500 pictures serve as the training dataset, and 600 pictures serve as the test dataset. The classification results show that the average recall rate and the precision rate are 0.975, 0.918, respectively. The high accuracy of classification results provides a good guarantee for subsequent experiments.
To benchmark the proposed algorithm, we visually compare our CPST method against four representative algorithms, including Neural Style [4] , Deep Style [5] , IN Style [17] , and WCT [23] algorithms, as shown in Fig. 5 . Those algorithms have successfully transferred the style of western paintings or photos. However, when they solve style transfer tasks towards Chinese painting, they fail to generate satisfying results, since they are insensitive to the style of Chinese ink and wash paintings. The images generated by Neural Style and IN Style algorithms are similar to their original input images in the row (d). Deep Style algorithm fails to transfer ink tone to some important parts (highlighted by the red rectangle) in row (c). In contrast, our results not only preserve contours of objects but also successfully transfer the style of the reference ink and wash painting to the whole natural image.
In comparison with four benchmarks, the proposed CPST algorithm outperforms the existing methods and delivers considerably better results on brush stroke, ink tone with diffusion, space reservation and yellowing across all the cases, shown as Fig. 5 . In view of brush stroke (highlighted by the red rectangles in the row (f)), the reference Chinese painting contains fine and delicate brush strokes. Unfortunately, the four results of benchmarks do not contain any brush strokes. In comparison, our CPST algorithm successfully transfers the brush strokes to the generated painting. In view of ink tone with diffusion (highlighted by red rectangles in the row (c)), the benchmarks fail to transfer ink tone to the lotus leaf. In contrast, our CPST result not only transfers ink tone but also presents different ink levels. In view of space reservation (highlighted by red rectangles in the row (a)), the textures generated by Deep Style, IN Style, and WCT algorithms are too smooth, which are inappropriate in the context of ink and wash paintings style transfer. Besides, the Neural Style algorithm suffers from spillovers, e.g., with the space reservation taking on the style of the mountain. By comparison, our result perfectly reproduces the space reservation of the reference Chinese painting. In view of yellowing, compared with benchmarks in the row (d), the tone of our result is much closer to that of the reference Chinese painting. From what has been discussed above, our results are more visually satisfying according to the aesthetic characteristics of Chinese paintings, which demonstrates the proposed restrictions, including brush stroke, ink tone with diffusion, space reservation and yellowing are effective.
To verify the proposed CPST algorithm applies to most Chinese painting scenes, we conduct our experiments across a series of scenes, including landscapes, flowers, birds, fruits, and animals et al., which often appear in traditional Chinese paintings. As shown in Fig. 5 . Our CPST algorithm performs well in these scenes, and the results significantly advance the state-of-the-art. There are also some special cases of Chinese painting style transfer. 1) When the content of the reference Chinese painting is different from that of the natural image, the transfer result can be controlled by providing the semantic masks, e.g., to match a transplant apple to gourd in the row (g). Compared with benchmarks, our generated painting is more visually satisfying. However, our CPST algorithm is semantic based. Therefore, the great difference between the content of input image and that of reference Chinese painting is not encouraged, in order to generate high-quality Chinese paintings. 2) When the reference Chinese painting is an outlined painting, the CPST algorithm also performs better than the other algorithms, as shown in the row (h).
In Fig. 6 , the ablation experiment is designed to prove that all the proposed restrictions are valid and indispensable. Firstly, the result generated by our CPST algorithm is given in Fig. 6(a) , taking full account of all four restrictions. Secondly, in Fig. 6(b) , the space reservation restriction is removed, which results in spillovers, with the space reservation taking on the style of the lotus leaf (highlighted by the VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 6. To verify all the proposed restrictions are valid and indispensable, an ablation experiment is designed. The experiment results show that no matter which restriction is removed, the typical characteristics of Chinese paintings will be greatly destroyed in the generated painting. red rectangle). Thirdly, in Fig. 6(c) , the ink tone with diffusion restriction is removed. The results show that the areas (highlighted by the red rectangles) poorly reflect ink tone, even smudging with green and pink. Fourthly, in Fig. 6(d) , the brush stroke restriction is removed, which leads to the absence of typical brushwork characteristics in the generated image. Finally, in Fig. 6(e) , the yellowing restriction is removed. The result is mixed with white and gray tones (highlighted by the red and blue rectangles). In a word, the experiment results reveal that no matter which restriction is removed, the typical feature of Chinese paintings will be significantly destroyed in the generated painting.
In Fig. 7 , we further compare our CPST algorithm with benchmarks more specifically. The experiment results show that the benchmarks lack obvious brush strokes (highlighted by blue rectangles). They also poorly reflect ink tone, even smudging with green and pink in the generated paintings (highlighted by yellow rectangles). Moreover, some noise appears in the space reservation (highlighted by red rectangles). In contrast, the typical features of Chinese paintings perform better in our result, including brush stroke, ink tone with diffusion, and space reservation. In addition, the yellowing tone of our result is much closer to that of the reference painting than the other methods.
In our CPST algorithm, different strategies are proposed to deal with different skills of the reference Chinese paintings. As a result, for a given input natural image, when different reference styles are specified, our algorithm will generate corresponding results of different Chinese painting techniques, as shown in Fig. 8 . That is to say, when the reference Chinese painting is a fine brushwork, the output painting will be visually described with fine, delicate strokes. Otherwise, the generated painting will use extensive, concise strokes to depict objects. Hence, Fig. 8 demonstrates that the strategy employed in our algorithm is valid.
C. USER STUDIES
In this section, three user studies are designed from different perspectives to evaluate our CPST algorithm. Firstly, 30 students are invited to score the stylization perception of several techniques. Secondly, ten artists are invited to assess the generated paintings from the criteria of brush stroke, ink tone with diffusion, space reservation, yellowing, and global inkwash style, respectively. Finally, we further invite these artists to score the generated paintings with meticulous attention to ink techniques and coloring, including yin and yang, dry and wet, asthenia and sthenia, dense dilute, ink wash, coloring, Gou, Cun, dot, and diffusion.
We firstly evaluate the stylization perception of several techniques (our CPST algorithm, Neural Style [4] , Deep Style [5] , IN Style [17] , and WCT [23] ) with 30 students. The participants are asked to score images on a scale of 1 to 5, ranging from ''bad'' to ''excellent.'' There are 10 different cases for each of the five methods used for a total of 50 questions. Fig. 9 summarizes the average scores of the study by different methods based on the evaluation of students. The average score of the test reflects the style similarity of the generated paintings to the style of the reference Chinese paintings. Our CPST algorithm obtains the highest score, which demonstrates that the proposed four restrictions make great contributions to transfer the typical features of Chinese paintings. In addition, the scores of the IN Style and the WCT are very low, which indicates that they fail to transfer the style of Chinese paintings. . Ten artists take part in our user study to evaluate the generated paintings according to brush stroke, ink tone, space reservation, yellowing, and global ink-wash style, respectively. The results show that our algorithm overcomes benchmarks in dealing with both an individual concrete feature and the global perspectives of Chinese art.
The second study is designed to evaluate the generated paintings from a more professional perspective. Ten artists are invited to join our user study, five of them work in Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts and the other five artists work in the Art Department of Tianjin University of Finance and Economics. In this study, 20 groups of pictures are provided. Each group consists of a natural image, a reference Chinese painting, and five Chinese paintings generated by different algorithms (Our CPST algorithm, Neural Style [4] , Deep Style [5] , IN Style [17] , and WCT [23] ). In this study, the five generated paintings are randomly disordered in each group, and the style transfer method of each painting is invisible to artists. The artists are asked to select one of the most satisfying Chinese painting from each group on the criteria of brush stroke, ink tone, space reservation, yellowing, and global ink-wash style, respectively. Fig. 10 summarizes the average number of paintings selected for each algorithm based on the assessment of the artists, which indicates that our CPST algorithm overcomes benchmarks in dealing with both an individual concrete feature and the global perspectives of Chinese art. Especially, when the artists are asked to select the paintings that best reflect the brush stroke of Chinese paintings, the images generated by our CPST algorithm are selected at the highest ratio, which reveals the proposed CPST algorithm best follows the principle of ''line and brush stroke modeling''. In addition, in view of the global ink-wash style, our CPST algorithm also produces the most faithful ink and wash style. For the final study, to evaluate the generated paintings with meticulous attention to ink techniques and coloring, 30 questions are designed from the aspects of yin and yang, dry and wet, asthenia and sthenia, dense dilute, ink wash, coloring, Gou, Cun, dot, and diffusion. In this study, the reference images are not shown to the artists, so that the artists could focus on the generated paintings. There are 10 different paintings for each of the five methods, and the artists are asked to score for the paintings on a scale of 1 to 5, ranging from ''bad'' to ''excellent''. The average scores of the five algorithms are shown in Fig. 11 . Evaluation results indicate that our paintings can also well reflect the characteristics of traditional Chinese painting from details. Besides, the artists emphasize that our paintings give people an antique feeling from the tone. They believe our work will bring new opportunities to develop Chinese painting.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel CPST algorithm that paves the way to convert a photo into a Chinese painting automatically, in which four key restrictions are set up, i.e., with special considerations on the characteristics of Chinese paintings, including brush stroke, ink tone with diffusion, space reservation, and yellowing. Besides, different strategies are proposed so that the generated Chinese paintings not only transfer ink tone but also transfer painting techniques. Compared with other algorithms, our CPST algorithm shows better performance in various Chinese paintings. Moreover, it has a range of impacts and values, which include: 1) combination of image processing, deep learning and creative arts to explore a new field of research on digital arts; 2) provision of computing support for cultural and artistic inheritance.
While experimental results support that the proposed CPST algorithm outperforms the existing benchmarks, including Neural Style [4] , Deep Style [5] , IN Style [17] , and WCT [23] , indicating a significant progress toward style transfer of traditional Chinese arts, there exist enormous potential and space for further improvements, which can be highlighted as follows: fundamental tests show that our CPST algorithm cannot be applied to figure paintings directly. The most difficulties lie in the abundant expressions and postures of figures. Besides, in ancient Chinese figure paintings, the five sense organs are often processed by art creation on shapes based on ancient aesthetics, such as slender Danfengyan, cherry mouth, et al. However, our CPST algorithm aims to transfer the style of the reference Chinese painting to the input image without changing its shape. In the future, we will further improve the CPST algorithm to serve figure paintings, so that the generated paintings can not only transfer the ink tone and painting skills but also transfer the artistic shapes according to ancient aesthetics.
